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FADE IN:

INT. TRAIN DINING CAR - NIGHT

Upscale decor. The lighting creates a rich atmosphere of 
reds and golds. Wealthy families fill the two rows of 
booths. No kids except for one in an odd booth of five.

At the booth, KOLYN (38), a dark-haired businessman, taps 
the ash off his cigarette and takes a puff.

KOLYN
So...

(blows out smoke)
...you taking care of my little 
sister, Pete?

PETER (36) wears a casual sweater, sticking out among the 
suits. His arm around ABBY (34) Her auburn hair matches her 
dinner dress.

Their son, Joey (5), sits in Peter's lap.

Peter fiddles with is drink.

PETER
I'd say she's taking care of me.

KOLYN
Sounds like Abby.

(taps the ash)
How is the web business anyway.

PETER
Full of people who don't know what 
they want.

KOLYN
Of course they don’t, I haven't 
told them yet.

Kolyn smirks. Abby delivers a scolding frown.

PETER
And how's the advertising business?

KOLYN
Full of products. All the same, 
each one better than the other.

Abby ignores him. She looks to Peter.
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ABBY

Do you wanna let Joey down to play?

Peter scoots Joey off his lap. Joey sits cross-legged on the 
ground playing with a toy robot. He winds it up and it 
walks. The tiny motor creates a quite buzz.

The train shutters. Peter stiffens for a moment. Abby 
notices. She pulls a pill bottle from her purse and hands 
one to Peter.

KOLYN
You all right?

ABBY
Just something for the nerves. 

PETER
Not too fond of trains.

KOLYN
Product of a nervous generation. 

Jumping to Peter's defense--

NICK
The product of genetics.

KOLYN
Product of fear. I use it every day 
to convince the masses that one 
product's better than the other. 
People are afraid of making 
decisions. I tell them what they 
want and turn their fear into brand 
loyalty--

Peter pops the pill.

PETER
Perpetuating the cycle. Making them 
afraid to try new things. Aren't 
their enough people doing that?

ABBY
He's always enjoyed telling people 
what to do. But he's just as afraid 
as everyone else. I seem to 
remember a bed-wetting phase.

PETER
Afraid of the dark?
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They chuckle. Kolyn, wounded, fires back.

KOLYN
A healthy fear. There could have 
been monsters.

(blows smoke at Abby)
Or an annoying little sister.

The train shutters harder. Peter sweats a bit.

ABBY
You alright, honey.

PETER
I think so.

Peter looks down at Joey.

CLOSE ON THE TOY ROBOT

With each step, it grows louder. The buzz becomes defending.

ANGLE ON THE TABLE

A scotch glass slides over to Peter

KOLYN
Try my medicine.

Peter forces a smiles. Waves it off.

PETER
I can’t.

Peter looks back down at the robot toy. Fixated on it.

ABBY
What is it, honey?

CLOSE ON THE TOY ROBOT

Its steps slow as it winds down. But the sound grows louder. 
Voices become muffled.

CLOSE ON PETER

Sweat glazes his face. His lip trembles.

KOLYN
(muffled)

Peter. Focus.

Still staring at the toy.
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PETER

I--I can’t. Do you hear...

The buzz turns to a deep ringing.

The robot freezes mid-step. The ringing stops. The rooms 
ambience becomes a lingering singular tone.

Peter shakes it off. Looks over at Abby.

ABBY
Sorry, I...

Abby is frozen in time.

Peter looks to Kolyn. Frozen, along with his cigarette smoke 
in mid-air.

Peter’s eyes scan the room. The other passengers are like 
mannequins.

He looks down at Joey.

Joey smiles up at Peter, then points to his toy Robot.

JOEY
It’s broken.

Terrifying realization washes over Peter as he watches his 
son, unaffected.

PETER
It’s okay, buddy. Everything will 
be okay.

The ringing starts again.

CLOSE ON THE TOY ROBOT

It slowly starts to walk again.

The ringing dies. The room’s ambience resumes.

ANGLE ON ABBY

She grabs Peter’s collar, pulls his attention toward her.

ABBY
Is everything all right?

KOLYN
Trains, huh.

Kolyn raises his glass, takes a drink.
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ABBY

Peter.

Peter looks over at Abby.

Then down at Joey, who retrieves his robot toy. Joey walks 
over to Peter, hugs him around the waist.

PETER
Yeah. Everything’s fine.

A look of fear and uncertainty on Peter’s face.

SMASH TO BLACK.

THE END
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